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ABSTRACT

We study the relationship between cortical gamma-band activity

(GBA) and perturbations of isochronous tone sequences, using

electro-encephalography (EEG). Participants listened attentively

to isochronous tone sequences in which temporal perturbations

occurred every 6-10 tones. At the perturbation location, tones

occurred early, on-time, or late. The responses to early vs. late

tones were markedly asymmetric. Early tones resulted in a greater

increase in GBA power at the locus of the perturbation than on-

time or late tones. The latency of GBA relative to tone onset also

depended asymmetrically on the direction of the perturbation. Our

observations indicate that early tones produced long latencies

while late tones yield a short (and often anticipatory) peak latency.

The current results provide evidence supporting the role of GBA

in temporal expectancy. Thus, GBA is a good candidate for a

neural correlate of pulse, perception, and temporal allocation of

attention.

1. BACKGROUND & AIMS

The perception of pulse arises in response to musical rhythms that

are organized around a (quasi) periodic temporal framework. In

music, periodicities occur in the hundreds of milliseconds range.

The behavioral significance of this time scale is well established:

it is the range for detection of changes in tempo for periodic and

nearly periodic sequences [1] and the rates for which anticipation

is observed in sensorimotor synchronization tasks [2,3]. However,

the cortical processes underlying the perception of pulse are still

not well understood. One reason is that the time scale of music

pulse is approximately the same as that over which low frequency

event-related potentials (ERPs) unfold. Thus responses to

individual stimulus events, recorded using noninvasive techniques,
are difficult to resolve temporally [4,5].

Short latency auditory responses, originating in primary auditory

cortex, are known to exist in the gamma-band (20-80Hz)[6]. These

appear to be well suited for the study of rhythms that unfold on

musical time scales. Evoked (phase locked) GBA is generally

observed in response to tone onsets. Evoked GBA is well localized

in time (generally lasting < 100ms)[6], its power does not diminish

as tempo increases [7], and it is not observed during tone

omissions [8]. Induced (non phase locked) GBA is anticipatory.

Peaks in the power of induced gamma-band activity (GBA)

predict both the timing and intensity of event onsets in metrically

structured tone sequences. Moreover, the omission of individual

events at expected times leaves the timing and power of induced

GBA unchanged, as if an event had actually appeared [8]. These

features of GBA match what is known about the perception of

musical pulse. Here, we study the relationship between GBA and

perturbations of isochronous tone sequences to investigate
violations of temporal expectancy.
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2. METHOD

timuli

cts were presented 262Hz sine tones with a total duration of

and a rise time of 10ms. Sound stimuli were presented at a

s inter-onset-interval (IOI). Early, late, or on-time

rbations in the 500ms IOI baseline occurred every 6 to 10

(as shown in Fig. 1). Early and late perturbations of 125ms

IOIs of 625ms and 375ms , respectively. The locus of

rbation (tone position 0) and perturbation type (on-time,

, or late) were randomized. The same randomized order was

for each subject. Subjects were presented 450 perturbed tones
perturbations for each of 3 conditions).

e 1: Stimulus sequences.

ubjects

ht-handed subjects, 1 woman and 7 men (aged between 23

31, mean age = 28), participated in this study. Musical

ng ranged from 0 to 8 years for an average of 2.2 years.

cts sat in a chair 3 feet in front of the speakers centered

d their head. Subjects were instructed to avoid body

ments, and fixate their eyes on a cross on the wall in front of

ecording

signals were recorded from 84 electrodes (Electro-Cap

ational, Inc., Eaton, OH) positioned according to the 10-10

od of placement and referenced linked mastoid electrodes

a right forehead ground. Ground and reference electrode

dances were maintained at <5k , and recording electrodes at

. The digitized EEG data was sent to a Pentium III Dell

nsion XPS T450 computer running Manscan 4.1 Microamps
rder.



2.4 Data Analysis

Raw EEG data was bandpass filtered from .1-50Hz using a finite

impulse response (FIR) filter. The filtered data were visually

inspected for artifacts and 2 subjects were rejected because there
were less than 80 artifact free trials per condition.

Data epochs began 300ms before the onset of tone –1 (see Fig. 1)

and ended 300ms after tone 3. GBA was measured as follows.

First, a time-frequency (TF) representation was computed for each

epoch using a continuous 1-D complex Morlet wavelet transform

(20-50Hz). This yields a two dimensional representation in which

each point is represented by a complex number preserving both

amplitude and phase information. Next we calculated evoked and

induced GBA separately. The evoked response is calculated by

averaging the TF representation over epochs and then calculating

power. Evoked activity is observed when the fine time structure of

the GBA is time locked to an event. The induced response was

determined by first calculating power, and then averaging the TF

representation over epochs. Induced activity is observed when the

amplitude modulation of gamma activity (but not necessarily the

fine time structure) is time locked to an event (for more details,

see ref. 9).

Finally, we computed a summary TF representation for each

subject by averaging over all electrodes. For both induced and

evoked TF representations, individual frequencies from each

subject were normalized over time using a vector normalization

procedure. We then identified peaks in induced and evoked

activity that occurred within +/-150ms of tone onsets. This yielded

5 GBA peaks (at tone positions -1, 0 , 1, 2 , 3) for each type of

GBA (induced and evoked) and each perturbation condition (early,

on-time, late), for each subject. We conducted two analyses of

variance (ANOVAs) on the factors GBA (induced, evoked),

perturbation (early, on-time, late) and tone position (-1, 0, 1, 2, 3).

The dependent variables were latency (time of the peak relative to

tone onset time) for the first ANOVA and peak power for the

second ANOVA. To account for the shift in timing at the

perturbed tone, we conducted an additional two ANOVAs on the

same factors and DVs using a variable time window to identify

peak activity (i.e. 100ms centered around tone onsets, -50/+175ms
around early tones, -175/+50ms around late tones).

3. RESULTS

First, we quantified the latency of GBA peaks. We found a

significant main effect of induced vs. evoked activity (repeated-

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), (F(1,5) = 8.03, p < .05;

see Fig. 2). Induced peaks (mean latency = 3.6ms) preceded

evoked peaks (mean latency = 18.4ms). This replicated an earlier

finding [8] that induced GBA is anticipatory, reaching maximum
power at about the same time as tone onset.

The second set of ANOVAs also turned up a significant three-way

interaction between GBA, perturbation, and tone position (F(4,8)

= 2.22, p < .05; see Fig. 3). Early tones resulted in longer latencies

for both evoked and induced peaks. Induced activity around late

tones peaks prior to tone onset and earlier than induced activity

around on-time tones. Induced peak latency shows relaxation

back to baseline in both the early and late perturbation conditions.
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observed relaxation is similar to behavioral results on

ronizing with a perturbed metronome [10,11].

e 2: Induced peak latency (top) is earlier than evoked peak
y and is not significantly different from tone onset (0 ms).

e 3: A. Early tones produce longer evoked peak latency. B.

tones produce later peak induced responses while late tones

ce earlier peak induced responses. Both perturbations yield
tions back to baseline.

we quantified the peak power of GBA. We found another

icant three-way interaction between GBA, perturbation and

.

.



tone position (F(4,8) = 2.38, p < .05). Peak power was greatest at

the locus of the perturbation (i.e. tone 0) when tones were early.

The above results are summarized in Figure 4, which shows

evoked and induced GBA, averaged over all subjects. Temporally

regular evoked and induced activity can be seen in response to the

isochronous stimulus (on-time condition; middle panels). Early

tones produce an evoked peak approximately 20ms after stimulus

onset and an additional evoked response 125ms after the early

tone appeared (highlighted in the white box). This additional

evoked response occurred approximately at the time the tone was

expected to occur (dashed white line). Note also the diminished

induced activity when tones occurred early. Late tones yield a

typical induced response peaking around stimulus onset. However,

an anticipatory induced peak (highlighted in a white box) occurs

before the perturbed tone, shortly after where the tone was

expected (dashed white line).

4. Conclusions

Our observations indicate that the observed cortical response to

large perturbations is asymmetric. For early onsets, evoked peaks

were observed to occur where the tone was expected. For late

onsets, induced activity peaks where the tone was expected.

Furthermore, the latency of induced peaks relaxes back to baseline

after perturbations. Our results also confirm a distinction between

induced and evoked auditory GBA and provide additional

evidence supporting the role of induced GBA in temporal

expectancy.

Metrical structures facilitate the production and memory of

rhythm [12] as well as attention to individual acoustic events

[13,14]. The predictable nature of metric rhythms produce an ideal

environment for attention allocation [13,15]. The role of GBA in

temporal expectancy is consistent with a range of findings

regarding the significance of gamma-band processes in attention
[8,16].
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